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Abstract 
Wallis, W.D. and G.-H. Zhang, On the partition and coloring of a graph by cliques, Discrete 
Mathematics 120 (1993) 191-203. 
We first introduce the concept of the k-chromatic index of a graph, and then discuss some of its 
properties. A characterization of the clique partition number of the graph G V K’, for any simple 
graph G is given, together with some of its applications. Graphs with maximum valency 3 are also 
considered. 
1. Introduction 
For our purposes, graphs are finite and simple. We use V(G) and E(G) to denote the 
set of vertices and edges in a graph G, respectively. A complete subgraph on k vertices 
in a graph G is called a k-clique and k is the order of the clique. We also use a clique 
itself to denote the set of vertices in the clique if no confusion will occur. Maximal 
cliques are those which are contained in no other clique in G. A clique partition of 
a graph G is a family P of cliques of G such that every edge of G is contained in exactly 
one member of P. The norm of a clique partition P is the order of a largest clique in P. 
A clique partition P is said to be minimal if 1 P’( 2 (P ( for all clique partitions P’ of G. 
The clique partition number of G, denoted by cp(G), is the cardinality of a minimal 
clique partition. For a survey on the subject, the reader is referred to [7]. 
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Given a collection P of edge-disjoint cliques in a graph G, a k-coloring ofP in G is 
a map 71: P+{ 1,2, . . , k) such that no two adjacent cliques (by which we mean cliques 
having a nonempty vertex-intersection) in P can have the same image. The chromatic 
index of P in G, x(G, P), is the smallest k such that there exists a k-coloring of P in G. 
Let A(G) (or simply A if no confusion can occur) denote the maximum valency of 
a graph G. For 2 d k< A(G), we define the k-chromatic index of G, xk(G), to be the 
smallest x(G, P) among all the clique partitions P of G with norm at most k. In 
particular, x2(G) is simply the edge-chromatic index of G. We also write xi(G) for the 
chromatic number of G, i.e., the minimum number of colors needed to color the vertices 
of G so that no two adjacent vertices in G are assigned to the same color. 
In Section 2 we give some properties concerning clique colorings of graphs. We then 
give a characterization of cp(G V K’,) in Section 3. Finally, in Section 4 we consider 
the case where G has maximum valency 3. 
2. Clique colorings of graphs 
In this section we assume G is a connected graph having maximum valency A > 3. 
Clearly we have xk(G)= xd + i(G) for all k>, A + 1. In fact, xd + i(G) = xJ(G) unless 
G=K,+i, the complete graph of order A + 1. Hence we will focus on the question of 
determining xd (G). 
By a famous theorem of Vizing, we have x2(G)= A (in which case G is said to be of 
class 1) or A + 1 (in which case G is said to be of class 2). Notice that xL(G) 3 &+ r(G) 
whenever 2g k< A. Hence xd(G)< A + 1. Let Go be the induced subgraph of G by 
deleting all those vertices in G contained in at least one triangle of G. Then we can 
easily see the following. 
Proposition 2.1. x~(G)>x~(G~). In particular, xd(G)= A+ 1 ifx2(Go)= A+ 1. 
Proposition 2.1 can be used to construct graphs such that xd(G)=A+ 1. On the 
other hand, it would be interesting to give necessary conditions for xd(G) = A + 1. 
Clearly we have xd (G) 3 2. We next characterize graphs such that x,(G) = 2. Sup- 
pose P is any clique partition of G. The clique graph of G generated by P, denoted by 
L(G, P), has the vertex set P, and two vertices in L(G, P) are adjacent if and only if 
two corresponding cliques have a vertex in common. Obviously we have 
x(G, P)=xI (L(G, P)). We are now ready to prove the following. 
Theorem 2.2. Suppose a graph G has maximum valency A. Then xd (G) = 2 $and only $ 
the following conditions hold: 
(i) The set of maximal cliques of G forms a clique partition; 
(ii) Each vertex in G is contained in at most two maximal cliques in G; 
(iii) Each odd cycle of length at least 5 in G contains a chord. 
Proof. First suppose xA(G)=2. Clearly, (ii) holds. Now let P be a clique partition of 
G so that x(G, P) = 2. By the comment above we see that L(G, P) is a bipartite graph, 
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which implies that L(G, P) does not contain an odd cycle. Hence we can easily check 
that condition (iii) holds. 
We now claim that each maximal clique in G is contained in P. Otherwise, let 
M = (Xi1 1 d id t } be a maximal clique in G which is not a clique in P, then r 2 3. Hence 
we may assume C1 to be a clique in P containing the vertices x1 and x2 but not x3. 
Now let C2 and C3 be two cliques in P containing the edges x1x3 and x2x3, 
respectively. We then have that C1 , C2 and C3 are three different cliques in P such that 
each pair contains a vertex in common, contradicting the fact that x(G, P)=2. Thus 
we have shown that P consists of the set of maximal cliques in G, and hence (i) holds. 
Conversely, suppose the conditions (i)-(iii) are satisfied. We need to show that 
xd(G) = 2, By (i), the set of maximal cliques, say P, forms a clique partition of G. Thus it 
suffices to show that x(G, P)=xl(L(G, P))=2, which is equivalent to showing that 
L(G, P) contains no odd cycle. 
Suppose t is the length of a shortest odd cycle in L(G, P), and let C = {Bi 11 d id t } 
be a cycle of length t in L(G, P). Notice that each Bi is a maximal clique in P, and 
Bin Bj # 0 if and only if lj- i I= 1 (mod t) because of the choice of t. Hence we can 
select a vertex ai from Bin Bi + 1 for 16 i < t SO that a,, a,, . . . , a, are all different if t > 5. 
In the case of t = 3, we can also make such a selection because Br n B2 n B3 = 0 by (ii). 
Hence (a,, u2, . . . , a,} forms a cycle in G. By (iii) we may assume that a1u2a3 is 
a triangle in G. Now let B be the maximal clique in G containing the triangle a1u2u3. 
Then we have B2 = B3 = B by (i), which is impossible. Hence x(G, P) = 2 and this 
completes the proof of Theorem 2.2. 17 
For the rest of this section, we will consider the question of determining xk(Kn), where 
2 < k d n - 1. It is well known that x2 (K,) = n if n is odd and II - 1 if n is even. In the case 
of k = 3, we use some well-known combinatorial designs. A. Kirkman triple system on 
6m + 3 points is decomposition of K,, + 3 into (2m + 1)(3m + 1) triangles together with 
a partition of the triangles into 3m + 1 spanning sets of disjoint triangles, so it provides 
a (3m + l)-coloring of triangles in K,, + 3, and x3 (Kern + 3) = 3m + 1. Deleting one or two 
points we obtain x3(Kem+ r) = x2(K 6m+2) = 3m + 1 also. Such a system exists for all 
positive m [12]. Also one can use a nearly Kirkman triple system on 6m points (similar, 
but with one spanning set consisting of disjoint edges) to prove x~(K~,,-~)= 
x~(&,,- 1)=~3(K6m) = 3m. Nearly Kirkman triple systems exist if and only if 6m 3 18, 
(see [ 1,2,4, 111) so we must discuss x3(Kn) separately when n = 4,5,6,10, 11 and 12. We 
can easily see that x3(&)=3, and x3(K5)=x3(Ks)=4. We also have x3(Kio)<6 and 
~~(K,,)d6 by the following constructions (where each horizontal line represents a color 
class): 
01 23 45 67 89 01 23 45 67 89x 
027 148 36 59 027 148 36x 59 
069 258 17 34 
and 
069 258 17 34 
035 479 12 68 035 479 12x 68 
139 246 08 57 139 246 08 57x 
156 378 04 29 156 378 04x 29 
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A complete search shows that x3(Ki2)>6, so it must be 7. So we have the 
following. 
Theorem 2.3. x~(K~)=x~(K,J=~, x~(K,,)=~. Zf n=6m+r for some m>l and 
-2Gr63, and n#5, 6 or 12, then 
if -26r<O, 
if ldrd3. 
The case k=4 is still an unsolved problem. In fact, the question of determining 
x4(&) is closely related to the construction of Kirkman quadruple systems and its 
variations (see [13] for the most recent progress on these). 
Next we consider the case of xk(K,) when k is relatively large. We will use some 
basic facts about a projective plane of order m (i.e., a clique partition of Km2 +,,,+ 1 in 
which each clique has order m+ 1) and an affine plane of order m (i.e., a clique 
partition of K,z in which each clique has order m) (see [16] for a general discussion). 
In particular, it is well known that there exists a projective plane (or affine plane) of 
order m if m is a prime power. 
A clique partition P of K, is said to be trivial if a largest clique in P has order at least 
n- 1. We will need some lemmas. A short proof of Lemma 2.4 was given in [15]. 
Lemma 2.4 ([17]). A nontrivial clique partition P of K, with m2 < n <m2 + m + 1 is 
embeddable in a projective plane of order m if P contains at most m2 + m + 1 cliques. 
Lemma 2.5 ([S]). There exist constants S and C such that, whenever s>S, there is 
a prime power q in the range 
sdq<s+CsO.6. 
Lemma 2.6. x(K,,, P) 3 k + 1, whenever P is a clique partition of K, with norm k, where 
k<n- 1. 
Proof. Let C = (x1, x2,. . . , xk} be a largest clique in P and x be a vertex in K, that is 
not in C. Suppose Ci is the clique in P containing the edge xxi, for each 1 <i < k. 
Clearly, the cliques C, C 1, C,, . . , Ck have to be assigned to different colors. Hence we 
have 
X(K,, P)>k+ 1. cl 
Applying the idea of the proof given in [16] we have the following. 
Theorem 2.7. Let N and C be constants such that whenever an integer n 2 N, there 
exists a prime power q(n) in the range &<q(n)<&+ C(&)“.6. Then we have 
xAKJ = X&K,) d q(n) + 1 
whenever q(n)<k<n-1. 
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Proof. Let n > N. We may assume the existence of a prime power q(n) in the range 
C&G &+c(&)~.~I by L emma 2.5. Hence we can select an affine plane P of order 
q(n). Select any complete subgraph, say K,, from KC4Cnn2 by deleting a set of (q(n))’ - n 
vertices, and let P’ be the resulting clique partition of K, obtained from P. By the 
properties of an affine plane, we then have 
Xk(K,)~Xs(n)(K,)dX(K”, P’)<4(4+ J 
whenever q(n)bk<n--1. 
If x~(K,)<x~(~)(K,J for some k in the range q(n) + 1 d kdn- 1, then there exists 
a clique partition P* of K, with a largest clique of order at least q(n)+ 1 and 
Xk(KJ=X(K,, P*). 
But Lemma 2.6 then implies that ~,JK,,)>q(n)+2, contradicting the fact that 
Xk(Kn)G&)+l. 
Hence we have shown that 
Xk(K,) = ~q(n)(Kn) G 4(n) + 1 
whenever q(n)bk<n- 1. 0 
Theorem 2.7 is probably not the best we can do. In fact we guess that Xk(n)= 
xr & ,(n) whenever r&l< kdn- 1, where [xl is the least integer no less than x. 
This is true if r&l is the order of an affine plane by the following theorem. 
Theorem 2.8. Let m=r$Ja3. Th en we have xn _ I > m + 1 with equality if m is the 
order of an afine plane, in which case xk(K,,) = m + 1 whenever m < k < n - 1. Moreover, 
$fXn_r(K,)=m+l and n>,m2-m-1, then m must be the order ofan afine plane. 
Proof. Let P be a clique partition of K, so that x(K,, P) =xn- l(K,). If xn- l(K,)<m, 
then the order of a largest clique in P is at most m - 1 by Lemma 2.6. Hence by 
considering the cliques in P containing a fixed vertex in K, we have 
n - 1 < x(K,, P) (m - 2) < m(m - 2), contradicting the fact that m < $I + 1. This implies 
that Xn_i(K,,)>m+ 1. 
If m is the order of an affine plane, then from the proof of Theorem 2.7 we can easily 
see that Xk(K,) = m + 1 whenever m d k d n - 1. We now assume x,,- 1 (K,) = m + 1 and 
n >m2 -m- 1, then it suffices to prove that m is the order of an affine plane. 
Let P = Uy=‘,’ Pi denote a clique partition of K, so that x(K,,, P) =m + 1, where 
each Pi is a collection of disjoint cliques in P corresponding to some color class. For 
each 1 did nz + 1, we use ei to denote the number of vertices in K, that are not 
contained in any clique of Pi. 
We first prove that for each 1~ i < m + 1, (Pi( + ei <m. Without loss of generality, we 
will consider the case i= 1 only. There are two possibilities: 
(i) el =0 (i.e., the cliques in PI form a partition of the vertices of K,). Suppose 
Pi = {B,, B2, .“, B,], where ki=IBiI for ldi<r and r>m+l. We notice that each 
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clique in P has order at most m by Lemma 2.6. Suppose each clique in P\ PI has order 
at most m - 1. For 1 d i G r, by counting the number of vertices in the cliques through 
a fixed point in B;, we have n - 1 d (ki - 1) + m(m - 2), or n < ki + m(m - 2). Adding up 
for all i, we have 
or 
rn<k,+k2+ ... +k,+rm(m-2)=n+rm(m-2), 
r 
nb-- 
r-l 
m(m-2)6(m+l)(m-2)=m2-m-2, 
contradicting the choice of n. 
Hence we may select a clique B = {x 1, x2, . , xm} in P of order m that is not in PI. 
Then we can find a clique, say Br, in PI such that Br nB=0 since r >m+ 1. Select 
a vertex y in B1 and let Ci be the clique containing the edge xiy, for 1~ i < m. Then 
we see that B1 , C1, C2, . , C,, B are in different color classes, and hence 
x(K,, P)>,m+ 2, a contradiction. Hence we have proved that PI contains at most 
m cliques if e1 =O. 
(ii) e, >O. Say ur, v2, . . . , v,, are the vertices in G none of which is contained in any 
clique of PI. If each clique in P containing the vertex vr has order at most m - 1, then 
we have n - 1 dm(m- 2), a contradiction. Hence we assume B = (x1, x2, . , x,, 
X r+1r ..’ 2 x,} to be a clique of order m, where Xi = vi for 1~ i < r, and Xi # Uj for any 
i 3 r + 1 and j > r + 1. If r < e,, then we may let Ci be the clique containing the edge 
Xi, u,, for 1< i < m, so that B, C1, . . , C, are all in different color classes and none of 
them is in PI. This contradicts the fact that x(K,, P) = m + 1. Therefore we have r = e, 
Assume t = (PI (. If t 3 m-r + 1, then we can find a clique in PI which is disjoint from 
B. Then the argument similar to that in case (i) will lead to a contradiction. Hence 
t < m - r, which implies that 1 PI / + e, d m. 
We now choose a set Y= { yr, . . , y,, i} of m+ 1 vertices different from 
those in V(K,). We then obtain a clique partition P’ of K,+,+ 1 (where 
V(K ,, + m + I ) = V(K,,) u Y) from P by adding yi to each clique in Pi and the edges yiU as 
cliques of order 2 for 1< id m + 1, where v is a vertex in K, which is not contained in 
any clique of Pi. We also add the clique Y to P’. Then we have ) P’ 1 dm2 + m + 1. Hence 
m is the order of a projective plane (and hence of an affine plane) by Lemma 2.4. 0 
Remark 2.1. When Xn_l(K,)=r ,,h 1+ 1 =m+ 1 and n<m2-m-2, we are not sure 
whether m must be the order of an affine plane. 
3. Clique partitions of graphs 
Given any clique partition P of a graph G, and any integer ma 1, we define 
N,(G, P) = max 
i 
cz, ICI: P’cP is such that x(G, p’)<m 
. 
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We then define 
N,(G)=max {N,(G, P)-IPI: P is a clique partition of G}. 
We will write N,(P)= N,(G, P) and N,= N,(G) if the context is clear. 
Proposition 3.1. N,(G)>)E(G)\ with equality iLfand only ij’mZ~2(G). 
Proof. For any clique partition P of the graph G, we have 
N,(GJ’)--IPK~ W-WG~ (l;l)=l,,,l 
CEP CEP 
with equality if and only if P is the edge set of G and m>X(G, P)=x2(G), hence 
completing the proof by definition. 0 
Define the joint G V H of two vertex disjoint graphs to be the graph such that 
and 
V(G V H)= V(G)u V(H), 
E(GV H)=E(G)uE(H)u{x~~~EV(G),~EV(H)). 
We will be dealing exclusively with graphs of the form H = G V K’,, where K’, is the 
empty graph on m vertices. Rees ([9]) obtained a lower bound for cp(G V K’,) which 
is sharp in many cases. The following result translates the problem of determining 
cp(G V K’,) into that of determining N,(G), and we feel that it is more convenient in 
dealing with N,(G). 
Proposition 3.2. For any graph G on n vertices, we have 
cp(G V K’,)=mn-N,(G). 
Proof. We first show that cp(G V K’,) >, mn - N,,,(G). Suppose I/(K’,) = {ui ( i < i < m} 
and P’= uy=, Pf is a minimal clique partition of G V K’,, where Pi is the set of cliques 
in P’ containing the vertex vi for 1 d i < m and Pb is the set of remaining cliques of P’. 
Write P,=P’,. For l<idm, let Pi={C\{vi}) where CEP;}. Clearly P=U~=,Pi 
forms a clique partition of G such that (P ( = I P’I. Moreover, we have 
N,(G)>N,(G,P)-IPl3mn-(P(=mn-IP’J, 
which implies that cp(G V K’,)>mn- N,(G). 
We can easily check that the above argument can be reversed to show that 
cp(G V Kh)dmn- N,(G). This completes the proof of Proposition 3.2. 0 
Remark 3.1. The proof of Proposition 3.2 also implies that there exists a one-to-one 
correspondence between the set of minimal clique partitions of G V K’, and the set of 
clique partitions P of G so that N,= N,(P)-_IPI. 
Propositions 3.1 and 3.2 immediately imply the following. 
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Corollary 3.3 (Pullman and Donald [8]). G’ zven any graph G on n vertices, we have 
cp(G V K’,)amn-IE(G)I with equality ifand only ifm3xz(G). 
By definition it is also easy to see the following. 
Corollary 3.4. Given any graph G on n vertices, and 
Xi(G)>maXi+I(G), where 2di<d(G), 
we have 
cp(G V K’,)bmn-max is a clique partition of G 
with norm i+ 1, and Xi+l(G)<X(G, P)dm . 
Remark 3.2. Corollary 3.4 can be applied to the case i= d(G) only if K,, 1 is 
a component of G. Suppose G = K, + 1. If m62, then the equality in Corollary 3.4 is 
true (see Lemma 3.5 below). If 3 <m <r Jd+l 1 (hence m <xd(Kd+ 1) by Theorem 
2.8), then the upper bound given in Corollary 3.4 is poor (see [17] for a discussion in 
the case m = 3). 
Remark 3.3. Corollary 3.4 does not apply to the case xd + 1(G) = x2(G) (e.g., when G is 
a triangle-free graph), in which case we need to use different techniques from those in 
this paper. 
Remark 3.4. It would be interesting to know under what conditions the equality in 
Corollary 3.4 is true. (A slightly weaker version of this problem is: under what 
conditions does G V Kh admit a minimal clique partition in which each clique 
intersects with K’,?) Rees ([lo]) essentially proved that Corollary 3.4 is sharp if i=2 
and G = K, (in fact, we guess that this is always the case as long as i= 2). 
Remark 3.5. Several authors (e.g., see [9] and [14]) have used the ideas of clique 
colorings to evaluate cp(G V K’,). We feel the concept of k-chromatic index of a graph 
may be useful in this context. 
Lemma 3.5 ([S]). There exists a unique clique partition P of K, V K’, such that 
IPI=cp(K, V K;)=n+ 1. 
Lemma 3.5 can be generalized to any graph G as follows. 
Theorem 3.6. Suppose the graph G on n vertices has maximum valency A and xd(G)= 2. 
Then there exists a unique clique partition P of G V K; such that 
IPI=cp(GVKi)=2n- c ([Ml-l), 
MEP,, 
where PO is the set of maximal cliques of G. 
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Proof. Let PO = {Mill d i< t > denote the set of maximal cliques of G, and Q be 
any clique partition of G. By Proposition 3.2, it suffices to show that 
N,(G, Q)--IQI<Ci=, (IMil-1) with equality if and only if Q=P,. Clearly we have 
equality if Q = PO by Theorem 2.2. 
Notice that each clique in Q is contained in some maximal clique. Moreover, we can 
partition Q SO that Q = Uf= 1 Qi, where Qi is a clique partition of MC for 1 d i < t. We 
thus have that N,(G, Q)<Ci-i Nz(Mi, Qi). SO 
N,(G, Q)-IQ16 i (N,(Mi, Qi)bIQil). 
i=l 
NOW by Proposition 3.2 and Lemma 3.5 we have that N2(Mi, Qi) - 1 Qi I 6 I Mi I - 1 for 
each 1 < i < t, with equality if and only if 1 Qi I = 1. 
Therefore N2 (G, Q) - I Q I <xi = 1 (/ Mi I - 1) with equality if and only if Q = PO, hence 
completing the proof. 0 
4. Graphs with maximum valency 3 
In this section we assume that G is a connected graph and has maximum valency 3. 
Recall that GO is the induced subgraph of G obtained by deleting all the vertices 
contained in at least one triangle in G. We use deg x to denote the number of vertices 
in G adjacent to x. We say a triangle in G is lonely if it shares an edge with no other 
triangle in G. A couple in G is the subgraph of G shown in Fig. 1, where A and B are 
the end points of the couple. A vertex x in G is said to be separated in G if deg x = 3 and 
x is not contained in any triangle. 
Theorem 2.2 immediately implies the following. 
Corollary 4.1. Suppose G has maximum valency 3, then x3(G)= 2 if and only if: 
(i) Each odd cycle of length at least 5 in G contains a chord; 
(ii) G contains neither a separated vertex nor a couple. 
Next we make the following simple observation. 
Fig. 1 
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Lemma 4.2. Let G’ be any induced subgraph of G formed by deleting either a triangle or 
a couple. Then x3(G’)=4 rfand only ifx3(G)=4. 
Using induction on the number of edge-disjoint triangles in G and Lemma 4.2, 
Proposition 2.1 can be strengthened as follows. 
Proposition 4.3. x3(G)=4 if and only ifxz(GO)=4. 
We know that ‘nontrivial’ triangle-free graphs of class 2 with maximum valency 
3 are very rare, which makes it extremely difficult to find such graphs (see [3]). For 
this reason and Proposition 4.3, we will assume x3(G) < 3 for the rest of this section. 
Let t(G) denote the minimum number of edge-disjoint triangles needed to be 
deleted from G so that the resulting graph is of class 1. Clearly t(G) exists if and only if 
x3(G)<3 by Lemma 4.2. Given any clique partition P of G, we use t(G, P) to denote 
the number of triangles in P, and e(G, P)= min { ) PO1 JPO is a set of edges in P and 
x(G, P\P,,)63}. We then have the following. 
Lemma 4.4. For any clique partition P of G, 
N3(G,P)-IPI=IE(G)I-t(G,P)-2e(G,P). 
Proof. Suppose P’cP is such that x(G, P’)<3 and N,(G, P)=&Ep8 [Cl. If P\P’ 
contains a triangle, say C1 =(x, y, z}, then we can find an edge in P’ having 
a nonempty intersection with Ci, say Cz = {x, w}, so that x(G, P”)< 3, where 
P”=P’u {C1}/{C2}. Moreover, 
-2+3> 1 ICI, 
CEP’ 
contradicting to the selection of P’. Hence each clique in P\P’ is an edge. In fact we 
have IP\P’l =e(G, P) because of the choice of P’. 
Let e’ denote the number of edges in P’. Then we have e’=IE(G)I - 
e(G, P) - 3t(G, P). Therefore 
N,(G, P)-(P(=(2e’+3t(G, P))-(e’+t(G, P)+e(G, P)) 
=e’+2t(G, P)-e(G, P) 
=IE(G)(-t(G, P)-2e(G, P). 
This completes the proof of Lemma 4.4. 0 
Proposition 3.2 and Lemma 4.4 immediately imply the following. 
Corollary 4.5. Zf x3(G)d3, then cp(G V KS)<31 V(G)/-IE(G)(+ t(G), with equality 
if and only if G contains a clique partition P such that x(G, P)<3 and 
N,(G)=Nj(G, PI-IPI. 
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We now discuss conditions under which Corollary 4.5 is sharp. We also say 
Corollary 4.5 is sharp in the strong sense if for each clique partition P of G such that 
N,(G)=N,(G, P)-1 PI, we have x(G, P)d3. We need the following direct conse- 
quence of Lemma 4.4. 
Corollary 4.6. If for each clique partition P of G with x(G, P)=4, we canjind another 
clique partition P’ of G suck that t(G, P’)< t(G, P)+2 and e(G, P’)<e(G, P)- 1, then 
Corollary 4.5 is sharp. Moreover, if t (G, P’) d t (G, P) + 1, then Corollary 4.5 is sharp in 
the strong sense. 
A vertex x in G is completely separated if x is separated and each vertex adjacent to 
x has degree at least 2 and is contained in no triangle of G. Then we have the following. 
Theorem 4.7. Zf x3(G)< 3, and any odd cycle in G contains two adjacent vertices neither 
of which is completely separated, then Corollary 4.5 is sharp. 
Proof. Let P be any clique partition of G such that x(G, P)=4, and S be a set of 
e(G, P) edges in P so that there exists a 3-coloring 71 for P’= P\S. Select an edge xy in 
S. Let C(x) and C(y) denote the set of colors used to color the cliques containing x and 
y, respectively. Clearly we may select aeC(x)/C(y) and b~C(y)/C(x) (otherwise 
ISl>e(G, P)). 
We use A = {Ci ( 1 < i<m) to denote the set of cliques in P’ SO that 
(i) CinCi+,= {xi} for 1 < i < m - 1; (ii) C1 contains the vertex x; (iii) Ci receives color 
a if and only if i is odd, otherwise Ci receives color b; (iv) m is the largest number with 
the above three properties. We then have that C, contains the vertex y (otherwise we 
can assign color a to the edge xy and ‘interchange’ the colors of the cliques in 
A between a and b, implying that IS 1 >e(G, P)). Hence we have shown that 
T= {x, x1, . . . ) x,, y} forms a cycle in G. In fact T must be an odd cycle (otherwise C1 
and C, receive the same color a, and we can assign color b to the edge xy). We 
consider two cases: 
Case 1: Some edge in the cycle T is contained in a triangle of G. 
By interchanging the colors of the cliques in A, if necessary, we may assume {x, y, z} 
is a triangle in G. In this case we can easily find a clique partition Q in G so that 
t(G, Q)<t(G, P)+ 1 and e(G, Q)<e(G, P)- 1, which implies that Corollary 4.5 is 
sharp in the strong sense by Corollary 4.6. 
Case 2: Case 1 is not true. 
By assumption T contains two adjacent vertices neither of which is completely 
separated. For the same reason as that in Case 1, we may assume that neither x nor 
y is completely separated. In this case we may combine the edges in P into at most two 
more triangles to obtain another clique partition Q in G so that t (G, Q) d t (G, P) + 2 
and e(G, Q)<e(G, P)- 1. Hence, Corollary 4.5 is sharp by Corollary 4.6. 0 
The proof of Theorem 4.7 also implies the following. 
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Corollary 4.8. Corollary 4.5 is sharp in the strong sense if either one of the following 
holds: 
(i) G contains no separated vertex; 
(ii) Go is bipartite. 
Our conjecture is that Corollary 4.5 is always sharp (which is the same as saying 
that Corollary 3.4 is sharp if d(G)= 3 and i=2). In any case, it would be of 
considerable interest to give a good bound for t(G). 
A near cubic graph is one obtained from a cubic graph G by inserting a new vertex to 
some edge in G. Clearly any near cubic graph is of class 2. Let a(G) denote the 
maximum number of vertex-disjoint induced subgraphs which are near cubic. Then 
we can see that t(G)Ba(G). It would be interesting to find conditions so that 
t(G)=a(G). 
A generalized cycle of index II, Cc”), is the graph containing n couples as shown in 
Fig. 2. Obviously we have x2 (@I) = 4 and xs(C’“‘) = 3. Moreover, let P be any clique 
partition of C(“) containing only one triangle, then x(C(“‘, P) = 3. 
Lemma 4.9. Let G be a connected graph containing neither separated vertices nor lonely 
triangles, and G is not a generalized cycle. Then xz(G)=3. 
Proof. We use induction on the number of couples t in G. If t = 0, then G = Go and 
hence x2(G) = 3 by our assumption in this section. Assume G contains t + 1 couples, 
and the couple in Fig. 1 is one in G. If one of A and B has degree 2 in G, say A, then we 
let G” be the graph derived from G by deleting three vertices A, x and y. Then either 
A(G’) d 2 or G’ satisfies the induction hypothesis. In either case, x2(G)) d 3, and we can 
easily check that x2(G)=3. Hence we may assume deg A=deg y=3 in G. 
Suppose A-a and B-b, then a#b since G#C (I) If either a-b or some vertex is . 
adjacent to both a and b, then one can check that G must be one of the graphs shown 
in Fig. 3. In any case, we have x2(G) = 3. Therefore we may assume a + b and no vertex 
in G is adjacent to both a and b. 
Now let G’ be derived from G by deleting the vertices {A, B, x, y}, and adding an 
edge ab. Then G’ satisfies the induction hypothesis, so xz(G’)<3. Hence we can find 
a 3-coloring for the edges in G based on that in G’, which indicates that x2(G) = 3. 0 
Fig. 2. 
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b b b 
Fig. 3 
By applying Lemmas 4.2,4.9 and induction on the number of lonely triangles in G, 
we have the following. 
Proposition 4.10. Let G be a connected graph containing no separated vertex, and G is 
not a generalized cycle. Then t(G) is no more than the number of lonely triangles in G. 
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